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Grow MDCL Receives Pre-License to Cultivate Cannabis in Portugal

BERLIN - 28. July 2021 - Grow MCDL GmbH, a medical Cannabis company
headquartered in Berlin, is pleased to announce that it’s fully owned subsidiary TAC
Portugal Lda. has been granted a provisional license (the “Pre-License”) from
INFARMED, I.P., the Portuguese regulatory authority overseeing the pharmaceutical
industry and medical cannabis, at a cultivation site in Vendas Novas, Portugal. The
Property is located approximately one hour east of Lisbon.

“We are excited about reaching this crucial milestone by receiving the pre-license for
the cultivation, import and export of medical cannabis. It allows Grow MDCL to move
ahead with the facility construction as planned,” said Co-Founder Dr. Andy Mannsfeld.
“After evaluating our planned facility and our management and cultivation teams,
Infarmed confirmed that we are on the right track,” he added. After the completion of
the facility inspection by INFARMED, Grow MDCL is expected to receive the full
cannabis cultivation license allowing it to export and sell products.

Grow MDCL can now focus on the construction of the hybrid greenhouse and indoor
cultivation facility and finalize the present investment round. "After securing early-stage
funding we are closing our equity raise soon, in order to scale our business with the



growth of the European cannabis market." added Carsten Roland, Co-Founder of Grow
MDCL.

“After signing our distribution agreement with our German Partner Cantourage, the
issuing of the Pre-License is the next important step in the growth of our Company. We
will soon be able to provide up to 20 tons of high-quality and high-THC Cannabis to all
German and European patients that need it,” said Thilo Maluch, Co-Founder of the
company.

Open for collaboration

The company is open for enquiries about cooperation, investment and supply of high
THC medical cannabis products. For further information please contact Grow MDCL.
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